
Many mineral processors use simulation as a 

standard tool. But many users don’t truly 

understand simulation philosophies. i.e. they 

would not be able to discern a simulator that 

best suits their needs . 

This course provides a foundational under-

standing of simulation. In addition the 

course increases participants knowledge of 

VBA/Excel. The exposure to the concepts 

could possibly lead to improved productivity 

in using excel by 10 times. 

Those participants who are interested in a 

further practical implementation should tar-

get between 5-30% cost reductions in im-

proved mineral processing operation. 

Heading Contents 

1. The MIDAS Method/ the nine 

steps for optimizing a plant 

2. Introduction to Excel 

3. Advanced Excel - Colour styles, Named 

Ranges, Templates 

4. Introduction to VBA - using addins 

5. Flowsheeting 

6. The general Excel flowsheet simulation 

system 

7. The mineral processing simulator 

8. Practical example - Constructing a unit 

model and integrating it into the simula-

tor 

Who Should Attend? 

The course is diverse and although the focus is min-

eral processing simulation, (thereby specifically tar-

geted to mineral processors) the course contents 

are also of value to all process-based engineers and 

scientists including: 

 Chemical engineers 

 Process Engineers 

 Electrical Engineers 

 Control Specialists 

 

 

Workshop Purpose 

Speaker Profile: Dr Stephen Gay 

Dr. Stephen Gay is a leading world expert and is 

committed to developing optimisation and simula-

tion software and mathematical algorithms for 

mineral processing. He has completed a PhD from 

JKMRC (Julius Kruttschnitt Mineral Research Cen-

tre) (1991-1994). After his PhD, he was appointed 

as a Senior Research fellow focusing on mathemati-

cal modelling, particularly the development of an 

integrated simulation system. He contributed to 

the development of various JKTech software: 

JKMultiBal and JKSimFloat  primarily producing al-

gorithms for data reconciliation. He was a senior 

metallurgist with SGS Canada (2009-2010) on the 

Integrated Geometallurgical System focusing both 

on mineralogical and flotation integration. Previous 

to working in mineral processing he worked as a 

Physical Oceanographer (Australian Institute of Ma-

rine Science, 1986- 1991). He is the author of over 

60 published papers. 

 

SIMULATION OF MINERAL 

PROCESSING PLANTS WORKSHOP 

Indeed the course is of potentially great value to 

any professional who is an advanced excel user, as 

such, the course is suitable to a wide professional 

network inclusive of Financial and Business Pro-

cess Modellers 



In the course we first discuss basic Excel concepts: 

 Named Ranges 

 Using arrays 

 Colour styles 

 Flowsheeting in Excel 

 Flowsheeting in Visio 

 Templates (or calculation blocks) 

By using these concepts one can develop a general Excel 

flowsheet simulation system. 

Once the general concepts are explained we focus on the 

specifics of a mineral processing simulator, particularly 

the most appropriate datastructures. 

Users will then be required to construct unit models us-

ing native excel, and it will be shown how this can be in-

tegrated into the simulator. 

Training Software 

Single licenses of MMXLMinSim (and required addins) 

will be made freely available to participants. 

MMXLMinSim will be available for one year, and 

should be considered as an alpha version.  

Participants will be invited to contribute their own 

models for wider distrubition. 

 

 

Contacts 

Dr Stephen Gay 

MIDASTech International 

courses@midastech.net 

LinkedIn: Stephen Gay 

 

Workshop Details 

In order to optimize a mineral processing plant 

there are 9 steps required. 

1. Collect data 

2. Collate data 

3. Flowsheeting 

4. Mass Balance 

5. Inference 

6. Determine Opera-
tional Parameter 

7. Modelfit 

8. Simulate 

9. Optimise 

This course focuses on steps 3, 6 and 8. 

In particular a software system is discussed called 

MMXLMinSim. (Excel Mineral Simulator). 

MMXLMinSim is a flowsheet-based simulator. This 

course discusses key concepts in the construction of 

MMXLSim and how it can be applied for simulation. 

MMXLMinSim is an instance of a more general sim-

ulator called MMXLSim 

 


